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Dulcinea

BIOGRAPHY

Born in New York, Dulcinea Langfelder studied dance, mostly 
with Paul Sanasardo, theatre with Eugenio Barba and Yoshi 
Oida, and mime with Étienne Decroux. She taught herself the 
basics of � lm animation by making � ipbooks, and she learned 
to sing on the streets of Paris.  

The artist moved to Montreal in 1978 and joined the Omnibus 
troup, and later on Carbone 14. She founded her company 
in 1985, creating multidisciplinary works that have toured 
throughout North and South Americas, Europe, Asia and Africa. 
Her works, translated and performed in eight languages, have 
won the hearts and minds of many, as well as various awards.

Enjoying her artistic liberty, the artist has also worked in theatre, 
cinema, circus, music and musical theatre as choreographer 
and/or actress. Dulcinea Langfelder’s versatility and her inspired 
performances garnered her «Personality of the Year», an honor 
given by the major Montreal daily, La Presse, in 1990. The 
company’s most recent work, Dulcinea's Lament, was named 
among the best productions in 2008 (also by La Presse).  

ABOUT
DULCINEA LANGFELDER & CO.

COMPANY

Dulcinea Langfelder & Co. exists to create and to perform works 
that break disciplinary and cultural barriers. In order to touch our 
audience with the content of the work, the form is as varied and 
unpredictable as the human spirit. In this way, acting, singing, 
puppetry and interaction with projected imagery joins the art 
of movement, in surprising ways. Dulcinea Langfelder & Co. has 
produced the following works: Pillow Talk, an essay on dreaming, 
Dulcinea’s Lament (2008), Victoria (1999), Portrait of a Woman 
with a Suitcase (1994), Hockey! O.K.? (1990), The Lady Next Door 
(1989) and Vicious Circle (1986). The company is committed to 
help making the world a better place.

Our company is supported by the Conseil des arts et des lettres 
du Québec, the Canada Council for the Arts and the Conseil des 
arts de Montréal.

Europe representation

Créadi� usion 
Jean-Pierre Créance 

38 rue Dunois, 75013 Paris, FRANCE
T : +33 1 53 61 16 76 

E-mail : jp.creance@creadi� usion.net
Website : www.creadi� usion.net

Americas and Asia representation

John Lambert
2141 bd St-Joseph Est

Montreal, Quebec, H2H 1E6, CANADA
T : + 1 514 982 6825

E-mail : info@johnlambert.ca
Website : www.johnlambert.ca
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Dulcinea
ABOUT Victoria

AWARDS

•    Certi� cate of recognition for the Prix Hommage: “Committed citizen ivolved in her milieu and having signi� cantly contributed to the 
      betterment of the elder community’s well-being, quality of life and paticipation in Quebec society.”
      Conseil des Ainés (Council for Elders), Quebec government, 2010 

•    The Herald Angel and The Luvvie Award for Best performer in physical theatre.
      Edinburgh, 2007

•    Arti Shock.
      Rijnmond, Holland, 2006

•    Coup de coeur du public.
      Festival de théâtre à l’Assomption, Québec, 2005

•    Best Set Design (Ana Cappelluto).
      Montreal Critics Award, 2000

Imagine accepting that each moment is a chance to start over. Imagine being unhindered by memory. Imagine not being able to think, 
but only to imagine. It would be a bit like dreaming. And what is it that counts in our dreams? What can we take with us when we die?  
It's something that aging, and even dementia can't take away. It's the moments of communion that we have known, with creatures, 
gardens and gods... otherwise known as love.

Our heroine, Victoria, has lost her memory; she's lost her pussycat, she's lost control over her life... and her bladder. She has lost almost 
everything. Victoria is but a shadow of herself; a character who has forgotten her role, a puppet who adapts and adopts comic and 
dramatic situations as her imagination dictates. Her wheelchair is also her rocking chair, her prison, her tango partner and her � ying 
chariot.

Living isn't easy and neither is dying, but it is all interlaced with moments of great richness... little victories. Victoria savors every moment. 
I was glad to � nd a bit of myself in her. I hope that you will, too. 
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Dulcinea
PRESS REVIEWS

«  Theatre that gives us lots to see and to think about, that re-
directs our perspective unexpectedly... This is Victoria.»

Le Dauphiné Libéré, Montélimar (France), 2014

« In the title role of Victoria, Langfelder’s ageing woman with 
dementia is astonishing. Dancing waith her wheelchair and 
singing Edith Piaf, Langfelder’s ability to combine pathos with 
genuine raw emotion is remarkable. At moments, turning 
to the audience or speaking to her own shadow, she is like 
Chaplin. A tour de force from the Montreal-based performer. »

Scotland on Sunday, Edinburgh (Scotland), 2007

« She is small, she can play the clown as well as touch you 
to tears. She’s often been compared to Chaplin. Dulcinea 
Langfelder takes a place apart in the dance-theatre landscape.»

Le Devoir, Montreal (Quebec), 2002

«Langfelder, like a one-woman-band, enjoys travelling 
between realism, musical theatre and dreamlike fantasy. […] 
A rich and well-researched work thatinvites us to think about 
the meaning of life. »

Le Devoir, Montreal (Quebec), 1999

« In this work, Dulcinea Langfelder takes on an almost 
impossible challenge. Her performance proves that there 
is no human situation that is not accessable to artistic 
intervention,  as long as the artist approaches it with an 
o� ering of herself. »

Cahiers de théâtre Jeu, Montreal (Quebec), 1999

«  A cocktail of humor and emotion […] elevating the status 
of elders by making one a heroin. »

Dernières Nouvelles d'Alsace, Haguenau (France), 2014

« Victoria (…) is like a hug that whispers “courage”. (…) it 
� ies a hugely uplifting � ag for life, for dreams and for caring. »

The Herald, Edinburgh (Scotland), 2007

« Langfelder is luminous in the role of this feisty, mischievous, 
proud, wise and tragic old lady.»

La Presse, Montreal (Quebec), 2002

«  Victoria has lost her memory, but not her zeal for life. She is 
the personi� cation of vitality, like Langfelder herself. »

The Globe and Mail (Canada), 2001

« Sensitive and moving performance about the ravages of age. 
Someone had to dare to take it on…Dulcinea Langfelder did »

Le Dauphiné Libéré, Grenoble (France), 2000

«Wow. It’s one of those works that you take like a punch : a 
punch in the gut - a love at � rst sight….Way beyond merely 
performing miracles, this complete artist has taken on the task 
of showing, with in� nite nuance and tenderness, the ravages 
of old age. »

Journal de Montréal, Montreal (Quebec), 1999

« A not-to-be missed tale of death and dying handled with 
tenderness, respect and - believe it or not - humour as only 
Dulcinea Langfelder can. » 

The Gazette, Montreal (Quebec), 1999

More reviews: www.dulci-langfelder.org/creations/victoria.
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Dulcinea
PRESS REVIEWS
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Dulcinea
PUBLIC COMMENTS

St-Louis (Missouri, USA), 2002Montreal (Quebec), 2000

Montreal (Quebec), 2000

Halifax (Canada), 2001

Halifax (Canada), 2002

Tokyo (Japan), 2003

St-Genis-Pouilly (France), 2014
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Dulcinea Victoria FOR THE HOSPITAL

Throughout our many years of touring, we realized that the people who can most 
bene� t from Victoria couldn’t always come to see her at the theater: patients, as well as 
their families and caregivers. So we decided to try to to bring Victoria to them, at various 
health structures. In order to do so, we propose the following activities.

Conference

An artist’s perspective on memory (and memory loss): Art as a way to heal 
patients... as well as their caregivers.

The artist’s account about her learning process when creating the show, about: 

•   the creative, a� ective and poetic compensation for cognitive loss that occurs when    
     people are a� ected by dementia,

•   the marginalisation of elders, 

•   the relationship between patients and caregivers, 

•   supporting people as they approach the end of their life.

Video excerpts of the performance, followed by a Q&A session, will accompany the 
presentation. Duration: 1h30.

Required material: 
Veri� ed audio-visual equipment (DVD player or compatible computer) 

and a microphone, depending on the venue.

Video presentation

Video presentation of the performance and meeting with the artist at the end of the 
projection. Depending on the conditions of the venue, excerpts may be performed live. 
Duration: 1h50.    

Round table

Participation in debates and re� ections about subjects covered in the show with 
a panel of specialists (gerontologists, neurologists, cultural delegates in hospitals, 
caregivers, etc.) 

PARALLEL ACTIVITIES
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Dulcinea

Medical and paramedical sta� 

Caregivers

Elders

Anonymous, Montreal, 2000
Carol Cooke, West Canada, April 2001

Manuel Bagorro, by e-mail, Managing director 
of HIFA Festival, Zimbabwe, 2009

 Victoria FOR THE HOSPITAL

I lost my father the same year you did, Dulcinea, and I miss him very 
much. He did not have any dementia but my mother does. What I 
have learned and experienced through ‘Victoria’ will stay with me in 
my time ahead with her. Thank you so very much.

Anonymous, Halifax, 2001

« When I � rst attended a performance of ‘Victoria’ my feeling was that this show 
could change things. […] Zimbabwe has the lowest average life expectancy 
in the world. Old age is something of an act of de� ance. ‘Victoria’ will be read by 
Zimbabwean audiences as a statement about survival against the odds and an 
attitude to life that resonates powerfully with the Festival’s theme this year – THE 
ART OF DETERMINATION. » 

Ed Kelly, Notre-Dame University, Indianapolis, November 2004

Absolutely inspirational. The world should see your 
artistic brilliance. (…) Thank you. Play for geriatric 
sta�  please!

Anonymous, by e-mail, Notre-Dame University, 
Indianapolis, November 2004

Wendy Harris, Centaur Theatre, Montreal, 2000.
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Dulcinea

Duration:

85 minutes (no intermission) 
Touring sta� : 2 artists, 3 technicians and 1 tour manager.

Set-up and speci� c requirements:

Our technicians must operate the performances. One of our 
technicians will be assigned as stage manager for 
any duties required before curtain.

Set-up:

2 to 3 calls of 4 hours to set-up and 1 4-hour 
call for rehearsal.  This can be modi� ed 
to suit house or union rules.  We need full 
access to stage and equipment at least two 
hours prior to opening of the house for warm-
up and technical checks.

Stage requirements:

Stage width (wall to wall: 40 ‘ (12 m.)
Proscenium width:  30 ’ (9,14 m.)
Wings (stage right and left): 10 ‘ (3,05 m.)
Depth (edge of apron to back wall):  35 ’ (10,80 m.)
Depth (� rst hanging position to back wall): 27 ‘ (8,40 m.)
Edge of apron to � rst hanging position:  8 ’ (2,40 m.)
Height (stage to hanging pipe): 18 ‘ (5,49 m.)
Crossover: At least 3 ’ (1 m.) wide of last hanging position

These requirements can be reduced under certain circumstances 
(contact us)

Masking: 5 pairs of black velvet legs,  3 black velvet borders.

Floor: Wooden � oor (no cement);  We require a dance � oor on 
uneven or damaged surfaces. We provide a white linoleum � oor to 
be laid on top of it. 

Lighting requirements:

A lighting plot will be sent at least 1 week prior to arrival  date 
to facilitate pre-hang possibilities. Rigging points for set and 
masking information will also be included.

• 72 dimmers of 2.4 Kw each
• 01 channel board (with memory for 90 cues and 12 manual 

submasters)
• 16 Lekos 6 x 9/30 degrees, 1Kw and 6 gobo holders

• 18 Lekos 6 x 12/20 degrees, 1Kw 
• 01 Lekos 6 x 16/19 degrees, 1Kw
• 24 Fresnels, 1 Kw with barn doors
• 18 PAR-MED/CP62, 1Kw

• 04 boom stand 12 feet (3,5 meters) high
• 03 boom stand 6 feet (2 meters) high

• 03 � oor bases

Sound requirements:

OUR SOUND OPERATOR MUST BE IN THE HOUSE AND NOT IN A CONTROL ROOM. WE ASK 
THAT THE LIGHTING BOARD ALSO BE SET-UP NEXT TO IT.

• 1 pre installed speaker system (with full-range cabinets, 2 bass 
bins and appropriate amapli� ers) 
• 1 mixing console 16/4/2 (ex : Soundcraft Spirit, Yamaha M2000)
• 4 graphic equalizer 31 band, F.O.H. and monitor (ex : GQ1031)
• 1 reverb unit (ex : lxp 15, spx 900) 
• 1 compressor 2 channels (ex : aphex 108, dbx 160A)
• 2 stage monitors
• 2 Actives Direct Box
• 1 profesional CD player (ex : Denon, Marantz)
• 3 microphone stands, 
• 1 music stand
• 1 Condenser microphone (ex : KM 184)

CONDENSED
TECHNICAL RIDER
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